It has been brought to my attention that Gladman have put in yet on other planning application to build more housing off Rampton road. I would like to put my concerned issues across as follows. Since the work on the A14 has started we have had a massive increase in volumes of speeding cars and large vans passing our house. This as a result with large ground diggers excavating for the new housing will end in a nasty accident?? Also I moved away from Cambridge to settle in a great village like Cottenham, not to see it be ruined by greedy developers changing its quaint looks and over crowding. In particular our arms housing will be swamped by extra traffic and ugly roundabouts at their front doors. Is nothing sacred?? Further our doctors and schools are at breaking point. Surely concentrating on Northstowe would be a better option and wait on the outcome of that before trashing our very lovely Cottenham. Please do the right thing and stop this from happening. Kind regards Alan Spring.
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